Abstract. We consider a generalized form of the conventional decentralized control architecture for discreteevent systems where the control actions of a set of supervisors can be``fused'' using both union and intersection of enabled events. Namely, the supervisors agree a priori on choosing``fusion by union'' for certain controllable events and``fusion by intersection'' for certain other controllable events. We show that under this architecture, a larger class of languages can be achieved than before since a relaxed version of the notion of co-observability appears in the necessary and suf®cient conditions for the existence of supervisors. The computational complexity of verifying these new conditions is studied. A method of partitioning the controllable events between``fusion by union'' and``fusion by intersection'' is presented. The algebraic properties of co-observability in the context of this architecture are presented. We show that appropriate combinations of fusion rules with corresponding decoupled local decision rules guarantee the safety of the closed-loop behavior with respect to a given speci®cation that is not co-observable. We characterize an``optimal'' combination of fusion rules among those combinations guaranteeing the safety of the closed-loop behavior. In addition, a simple supervisor synthesis technique generating the in®mal pre®x-closed controllable and co-observable superlanguage is presented.
Introduction
We consider control problems for discrete-event systems where a set of``local'' supervisors, each with its own sensing and actuation capabilities, cooperate in order to achieve a given desired controlled behavior. Such decentralized control architectures are of considerable interest as they arise in a large variety of networked systems. Mobile ad hoc communication networks, integrated sensor networks, networked control systems, and automated vehicular systems are all examples of networked systems. Networked systems are informationally-decentralized and event-driven dynamic systems where groups of individual``agents'' (i.e., local supervisors) interact in order to accomplish a common set of objectives.
Our control problems for networked systems are posed in the framework of the theory of supervisory control of discrete-event systems (cf. Ramadge and Wonham, 1989) and Chapter 3 in Cassandras and Lafortune, 1999) . In the conventional decentralized control architecture studied in supervisory control (Cieslak et al., 1988; Rudie and Wonham, intersection'') that guarantees the safety of the closed-loop behavior with respect to a given speci®cation that is not co-observable. We also characterize an``optimal'' partitioning rule of the set of controllable events among the partitions guaranteeing the safety of the closed-loop behavior.
7. Several properties of the closed-loop behavior generated by the above synthesis technique are presented in Section 7.2.
8. We also present a simple supervisor synthesis procedure that results in the in®mal pre®x-closed controllable and co-observable (in the sense of Rudie and Wonham, 1992) superlanguage in Section 7.2. The local supervisors are separately synthesized in a direct manner that avoids the explicit computation of the in®mal pre®x-closed controllable and co-observable superlanguage.
General knowledge of supervisory control and its most common notations is assumed. For introductory material, the reader is directed to Chapter 3 of Cassandras and Lafortune (1999) .
Problem Formulation

The Conjunctive Architecture
The problem of decentralized supervision is formalized as follows. Each local decision site (supervisor) has its own sensors S o;i and controllers S c;i . Collectively, the sites can observe S o S o;1 . . . S o;n and control S c S c;1 . . . S c;n . We denote by S uo S n S o and S uc S n S c , the unobservable and uncontrollable event sets, respectively. A priori information available to each local site includes the uncontrolled behavior, the desired behavior, and the decision fusion rule to form a global decision. The conventional decentralized architecture shown here in Figure 1 employs the conjunctive fusion rule for enabled events, thus requiring unanimous enabling of events in local 
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decisions for global enablement; we also call this rule``fusion by intersection'' (of enabled events). Formally, a local decision rule is a function S P i : P i S * ? G : fg [ 2 S : S uc ( gg where P i is the usual projection mapping : P i : S ? S o;i . For the conjunctive architecture, a local decision rule enables S c n S c;i by default:
The conjunctive supervisor, denoted by 6 i S P i , is de®ned as follows:
6 i S P i s :
The pre®x-closed language generated by the conjunctive supervisor can be expressed as follows:
1. e [ l6 i S P i =G;
s [ l6 i S P i =G6ss [ lG6Vi; s [ S P i P i s D ss [ l6 i S P i =G
Moreover, the marked language is de®ned as follows:
l m 6 i S P i =G l6 i S P i =G l m G
In prior work on the conjunctive architecture, the default control action for a supervisor under insuf®cient information is to``enable'' an event; this is termed the``pass the buck'' policy in Rudie and Wonham (1992) . We will refer to this default policy as thè`p ermissive'' local decision rule. The permissive local decision rule over S c is formally described as follows: For all i [ f1; . . . ; ng, S P i P i s fs [ S c;i : P À 1 i P i ss K T Yg S n S c;i 1
where K is the given desired language. In the conjunctive architecture, co-observability is the key property for the existence of a set of local supervisors controlling a given desired language. This property was introduced in Cieslak et al. (1988) and Rudie and Wonham (1992) . Since we shall present a relaxed version of``co-observability'', we rename the conventional notion of coobservability as C&P co-observability. C refers to the``conjunctive'' fusion rule for controllable events, while P refers to the``permissive'' local decision rule. For two sites, the de®nition of C&P co-observability is as follows. DEFINITION 1 A language K ( M M is said to be C&P co-observable w.r. We also recall an equivalent de®nition that is presented in Barrett (1999) and Cassandras and Lafortune (1999) for further arguments. We state this de®nition for n local sites. 
The Disjunctive Architecture
Consider an architecture where``fusion by union'' (of enabled events) is employed, as depicted in Figure 2 ; let us call the resulting (global) supervisor a``disjunctive supervisor''. For the disjunctive architecture, a local decision rule disables by default S c n S c;i that is controllable by other local supervisors:
The disjunctive supervisor V i S P i is de®ned as follows: 
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The pre®x-closed language generated by the disjunctive fusion is described recursively as follows:
1. e [ lV i S P i =G;
It is easy to see that the de®nitions of l6 i S P i =G and lV i S P i =G depend on both the local decision rules and the fusion policy. For the conjunctive architecture, the default for controllable events is enablement and local supervisors directly disable the locally controllable events. The disablement default for controllable events should be employed for the disjunctive architecture as local supervisors directly enable the locally controllable events.
The General Architecture
The general architecture investigated in this paper is now described. The set of controllable events, S c , is partitioned into S c;e and S c;d :
S c;e is the set of controllable events for which the default setting is enablement while S c;d is the set of controllable events for which the default setting is disablement. The local decisions over S c;e are processed by the conjunctive fusion rule while the local decisions over S c;d are processed by the disjunctive fusion rule. Figure 3 is a conceptual diagram of the general architecture. For the general architecture, a local decision rule disables by default S c n S c;i in S c;d that is controllable by other local supervisors and enables by default S c n S c;i in S c;e :
Let us de®ne a generalized decentralized supervisor (generalized supervisor for the sake of brevity) with combined fusion rule, denoted by S gdec , as S gdec s : P S c;e 6 i S P i s P S c;d V i S P i s S uc where P S c;e and P S c;d are projection mappings: P S c;e : S ? S c;e and P S c;d : S ? S c;d . The pre®x-closed language lS gdec =G generated in the context of the general architecture is de®ned in the usual manner:
1. e [ lS gdec =G;
The marked language is de®ned as usual:
It should be clear that if the sets S c;i are mutually disjoint, then the three architectures (general, disjunctive, conjunctive) are one and the same. This is because each controllable event is controlled by only one supervisor, and therefore the fusion rule is of no consequence: the controllable event is enabled iff the corresponding supervisor enables it. The interest of the general architecture arises when there are controllable events that can be controlled by more than one supervisors. We therefore assume in the sequel the presence of such controllable events.
Problem Statement
The ®rst fundamental question to consider for the previously-described general architecture is that of the existence of a generalized supervisor achieving a given legal language. Unlike the conjunctive and disjunctive architectures, the general architecture requires partitioning S c . This requirement is re¯ected in the existence problem (P):
(P) Given automaton G, modeling the uncontrolled behavior, automaton H, representing the desired behavior, and local supervisors equipped with S c;i , S o;i , i [ f1; . . . ; ng, respectively, ®nd necessary and suf®cient conditions for the existence of a partition of S c S c;e _ S c;d and of a nonblocking generalized supervisor controlling l m H under the partition, that is, l m S gdec =G l m H and lS gdec =G l m H
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Existence Result for Fixed Partition of S c
In this section, we ®x the partition of S c and investigate the problem of the existence of a generalized supervisor. This partly answers the question posed in (P). In Section 5, we explore the issue of partitioning S c into S c;e and S c;d and complete the answer for (P). Unlike the conjunctive architecture, the conjunctive and disjunctive fusion rules coexist in the general architecture. Let us focus on the disjunctive fusion rule at ®rst. We de®ne D&A co-observability for the disjunctive architecture, the analogue of C&P co-observability for the conjunctive architecture. DEFINITION 3 A language K ( M M is said to be D&A co-observable w.r.t. M, S o;1 , S c;1 ; . . . ; S o;n , S c;n , if Vs [ K and
The term``D&A'' stands for disjunctive and antipermissive. The reason for this term is that this property is for the disjunctive architecture and the antipermissive decision strategy should be applied at local supervisors. We say that the decision strategy at a local supervisor is``antipermissive'' if the default control action for controllable events is disablement. The antipermissive local decision rule over S c is formally described as follows: For all i [ f1; . . . ; ng,
The intuitive meaning of the antipermissive rule is to permit the occurrence of a controllable continuation after observable trace P i s only if the local supervisor has suf®cient information to determine with certainty, namely based on its``estimate'' P À 1 i P i s K, that enabling the controllable event will not cause any violation of legality. Before the existence result is stated, we present an equivalent statement of D&A coobservability for the convenience of further arguments. We restrict the attention to two local supervisors without loss of generality. 
The centralized architecture is a special case of the decentralized architectures. Under the centralized architecture, the two notions of co-observabilities can be related as follows:
PROPOSITION 2 C&P co-observability is equivalent to D&A co-observability under the centralized architecture.
Proof: We restrict the attention to two local supervisors without loss of generality. Since we are considering the centralized architecture, C&P co-observability is reduced to observability. That is, for all s; s
which is the statement of D&A co-observability in the centralized architecture. 2. K is co-observable w.r.t. lG; S o;1 ; S c;d;1 ; S c;e;1 ; . . . ; S o;n ; S c;d;n ; S c;e;n .
3. K is l m G-closed.
Proof: ( A ) Suppose that there exists a generalized supervisor such that l m S gdec =G K and lS gdec =G K.
(l m G-closure): Then, by the de®nition of l m S gd =G, (Co-observability): Assume that K is not co-observable w.r.t. lG, S o;1 ; S c;d;1 ; S c;e;1 ; . . . ; S o;n ; S c;d;n ; S c;e;n . This implies that K is not C&P co-observable w.r.t. lG; S o;1 ; S c;e;1 ; . . . ; S o;n ; S c;e;n , or K is not D&A co-observable w.r.t. lG; S o;1 ; S c;d;1 ; . . . ; S o;n ; S c;d;n . Assume that K is not C&P co-observable w.r.t. lG; S o;1 ; S c;e;1 ; . . . ; S o;n ; S c;e;n . This implies that there exist s [ K and s [ S c;e such that ss [ lG n K and, for all i [ f1; . . . ; ng, We now prove that, with these S P i , lS gdec =G K. Then, the l m G-closure condition will imply that l m S gdec =G K. The proof is done by induction on the length of the traces in the two languages K and lS gdec =G.
(Base of induction): The base case is for e [ S * . By de®nition of lS gdec =G, e [ lS gdec =G. Since K T Y by the assumption, e [ K. Thus the base case holds.
(Induction hypothesis): Assume for all traces such that s j j n, 
using the induction hypothesis. We examine the three following cases.
Case 2: s [ S c;e Assume ss T [ K. This implies that ss [ lG n K. By C&P coobservability of K w.r.t. lG, S o;1 , S c;e;1 ; . . . ; S o;n , S c;e;n , there exists i [ f1; . . . ; ng such that
By the local decision rule (7), we get s T [ S P i P i s. This implies that s T [ 6S P i s.
Hence, we get s T [ S gdec s. It is a contradiction.
Using (7) and (9), we get 
Case 3: s [ S c;d By the de®nition of S P i and D&A co-observability,
Overall, we have that We note that there are four parts in the decision rule (7). The ®rst part is for the locally controllable events processed disjunctively. The antipermissive rule is applied to this set of events. For the second part, the permissive rule is employed for the locally controllable events forwarded to the conjunctive fusion rule. It is interesting to note the difference of the default control actions of the permissive and antipermissive rules for S c n S c;i . For the antipermissive rule with disjunctive fusion, the default control action over S c n S c;i in S c;d is disablement. Under disjunctive fusion, not locally controllable implies that the local supervisor cannot enable S c n S c;i globally. Therefore, S c n S c;i which are to be processed by disjunctive fusion should not appear in the decision rule (7). Equipped with the above theorem, we have an immediate corollary revealing the solvability condition of the disjunctive architecture.
COROLLARY 1 Consider a language K ( l m G where K T Y. There exist a nonblocking disjunctive supervisor such that l m V i S P i =G K and lV i S P i =G K iff the three following conditions hold:
1. K is controllable w.r.t. lG and S uc .
2. K is D&A co-observable w.r.t lG; S o;1 ; S c;1 ; . . . ; S o;n ; S c;n .
Realization of Supervisors
Let us recall the local decision rule (7). One can see that the local decision rules are decoupled from each other even though they work together in the context of the generalized architecture of Figure 3 . In addition to the decoupling of the local decision rules, the information state P À 1 i P i s K used in (7) is also independent of the decision rule (7). These observations lead us to propose the following approach to supervisor synthesis. Assume that the automaton describing the desired language is a strict subautomaton of the automaton generating the uncontrolled language. When the desired language is achievable (namely, it satis®es the conditions in Theorem 1), it is possible to design the estimator and control actions sequentially. That is, we can:
1. Build the local observers (estimators) of the automaton corresponding to the desired language.
2. Find the local control action for each local observer state according to the decision rule (7).
Moreover, supervision can be conducted in an on-line manner, if so desired. The next local observer state of the desired language can be found on-line upon the occurrence of a locally observable event and the local decision for this local observer state can be calculated once the local observer state is known. Note that the computation of the new observer state only requires the previous observer state and the current control action can be computed based on the current observer state only. For more details on the realization of supervisors, the reader is directed to Chapter 3 of Cassandras and Lafortune (1999) .
Properties of the Architectures
Let us de®ne the following classes of languages where M is assumed to be pre®x-closed: Since the controllability of the desired language is a common required condition for the existence of supervisors among all architectures, the classes of languages de®ned above determine the performance (the class of achievable languages) of the architectures. First, we claim that the conjunctive and the disjunctive architectures are incomparable.
Proof: We prove this by ®nding elements in l DA K n l CP K and l CP K n l CA K. First we present an element in l DA K n l CP K. Figure 4 depicts the speci®cation and system model where K l m H lH and M l m G lG (marking is omitted for all states). We set S o;1 fa; gg, S o;2 fb; gg, S c;1 S c;2 fgg. Then it is easy to see that, for g [ lG n lH,
Since e [ lH, we conclude that lH is not C&P co-observable w.r.t. lG, S o;1 , S c;1 , S o;2 , S c;2 . This implies that both supervisors cannot prevent g from occurring without sacri®cing some legal behavior. Hence, there does not exist a set of local supervisors generating the desired language lH conjunctively. The only two controllable legal traces of lH are bg and ag. Moreover, it is easy to verify that
Therefore, lH is D&A co-observable w.r.t. lG, S o;1 , S c;1 , S o;2 , S c;2 . This proves that
Moreover, it is easy to verify the controllability (the illegal continuation is with the DECENTRALIZED SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF DISCRETE-EVENT SYSTEMS controllable event g) and l m G-closure (language speci®cations are pre®x-closed) of lH. By following the antipermissive local decision rule in (2), we can construct local supervisors and their disjunction (global control action is the union of each local supervisor's decision) as in Figure 5 by following the method presented in Section 3.1. With this disjunctive supervisor, the desired language lH can be achieved. We may verify that lS P 1 VS P 2 =G lH by adding self-loops for enabled unobservable events at each disjunctive supervisor state and executing the product the disjunctive supervisor with G.
Next, we present an example of an element in l CP K n l DA K. Let us change the desired behavior as shown in Figure 6 . It is easy to see that, for g [ lH, P À 1 1 P 1 e lHg lG fbgg T( lH P À 1 2 P 2 e lHg lG fagg T( lH This implies that lH is not D&A co-observable w.r.t. lG, S o;1 , S c;1 , S o;2 , S c;2 . Therefore, there is no disjunctive supervisor that can achieve lH. However, Controllability and l m G-closure hold as before. Therefore, the conjunctive supervisor can be constructed by following the permissive local decision rule in (1). Figure 7 is the realization of local supervisors and their conjunction. We may verify that
Proof: It is easy to see that the general architecture is reduced to the conjunctive (disjunctive) architecture when S c;d YS c;e Y. This implies that, with the freedom of selection of S c;d and S c;e , the class of languages supervisable under the general architecture includes those of the conjunctive and the disjunctive architectures. There are instances where inclusion is proper. We present an example that demonstrates the existence of an element in l gdec K n l DA K l CP K. Consider the automata G and H shown in Figure 8 (a) and 8(b), respectively. We set S o;1 fa; g; dg, S o;2 fb; g; dg, S c;1 S c;2 fg; dg. Observe that K l m H lH and M l m G lG (i.e., marking is omitted for all states). It is easy to see that, for g [ lG n lH,
Since e [ lH, we conclude that lH is not C&P co-observable w.r.t. lG, S o;1 , S c;1 , S o;2 , S c;2 . We can also see that for bgd [ lH,
2 P 2 bg lHd lG; fbgadg T( lH This implies that lH is not D&A co-observable w.r.t. lG, S o;1 , S c;1 , S o;2 , S c;2 .
Let us set S c;e fdg and S c;d fgg. The controllable legal traces of lH terminating 
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with the event in S c;d are bg and ag. By (3), we have S c;d;1 S c;d;2 fgg as well. The following inclusions can be shown:
Therefore, we conclude that lH is D&A co-observable w.r.t. lG,
On the other hand, bgbd and bgad are the only illegal controllable continuations terminating with the event in S c;e . Furthermore, S c;e;1 S c;e;2 fdg by (3). The following equalities can be veri®ed:
This implies that lH is C&P co-observable w.r.t. lG; S o;1 ; S c;e;1 ; S o;2 ; S c;e;2 . Collectively, lH is co-observable w.r.t. lG; S o;1 ; S o;2 ; S c;d;1 ; S c;d;2 ; S c;e;1 ; S c;e;2 . Moreover, the controllability of lH is easily veri®ed (the illegal continuations are with the controllable events g and d) and l m G-closure is trivial. Therefore, we can construct a generalized supervisor controlling l m H. By following the combined local decision rule in (7), local supervisors S P 1 ; S P 2 (Figure 9 ), and their fusion S gdec (Figure 10 ) are constructed. Note that S c;e fdg is fused by the intersection of local decisions while S c;d fgg is fused by the union of local decisions. More detailed construction procedure is described in Section 3.1. With this generalized supervisor, the desired language lH can be achieved. j
It is well known that the centralized architecture outperforms the conjunctive architecture; there are observable languages that are not C&P co-observable. It turns out that the centralized architecture also outperforms the general architecture: there are observable languages that are not co-observable.
Proposition 2 reveals that the centralized version of D&A co-observability is another equivalent statement of observability. With this, it is straightforward to see that observability w.r.t. lG, S o , S c implies D&A co-observability w.r.t. lG; S o;1 ; S c;1 ; . . . ; S o;n ; S c;n . This leads us to the following result. Proof: Observability w.r.t. M, S o , S c implies C&P and D&A co-observability w.r.t. M; S o;1 ; S c;1 ; . . . ; S o;n ; S c;n . C&P and D&A co-observability w.r.t. M, S o;1 ; S c;1 ; . . . ; S o;n ; S c;n implies co-observability w.r.t. M; S o;1 ; S c;d;1 ; S c;e;1 ; . . . ; S o;n ; S c;d;n ; S c;e;n ; for any partition of S c . Therefore, we get l gdec K ( l cen K. Inclusion is proper, in general. We present an example to demonstrate this. Consider the uncontrolled and the desired behaviors in Figure 11 (a) and Figure 11 (b), respectively. With S o;1 fa; gg; S c;1 fgg; S o;2 fb; gg; and S c;2 fgg, it is straightforward to show that K lH is observable w.r.t. M lG; S o S o;1 S o;2 ; S c S c;1 S c;2 . Since S c fgg, two partitions, S c;e fgg; S c;d Y and S c;e Y; S c;d fgg are possible. It can be shown that neither partition satis®es the co-observability of lH. Details are straightforward and omitted. j
The relation between the classes of languages de®ned at the beginning of this section are summarized in Figure 12 .
Polynomial Test for Co-observability
In this section, we investigate the computational complexity of testing co-observability. First, we present a polynomial time algorithm for testing D&A co-observability. One Figure 11 . System model and speci®cation.
obvious way of testing D&A co-observability is to construct local supervisors with the antipermissive rule and see if the disjunctively generated language is the given desired language or not.
1 However, the computational complexity of constructing a partialobservation supervisor is exponential in the worst case (Tsitsiklis, 1989) . Following the method of Tsitsiklis (1989) (for observability) and Rudie and Willems (1995) (for C&P co-observability), we present two ways of verifying D&A co-observability. These results indicate that testing the solvability of the disjunctive architecture can be done in polynomial time. The results are stated for two local supervisors. However, the extension to any ®nite number of local supervisors is straightforward.
First, we present a language formula for D&A co-observability that can be veri®ed in polynomial time. 
Proof: The proof can be found in Yoo (2002) . j
The following facts from Hopcroft (1979) are stated for the justi®cation of the polynomial complexity of the veri®cation of D&A co-observability. 
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FACT 1 Language intersection can be done in polynomial time w.r.t. the product of the sizes of the state sets of the automata involved (these automata can be non-deterministic).
FACT 2 Language containment K ( M can be tested in polynomial time if the automaton recognizing M is deterministic.
FACT 3 If the automaton recognizing M is deterministic, its complement can be computed in polynomial time.
FACT 4 Since lG n lH lG lH c , Facts 1 and 3 imply the polynomial computational complexity of set difference if H is deterministic. Also, the resulting automaton is deterministic if all the involved automata are deterministic.
The projection operation can be realized by replacing unobservable transitions in the ®nite state machine with the null string e, thus creating a non-deterministic automaton. Exponential complexity would arise if we converted this non-deterministic automaton into a deterministic one. However, this conversion is not needed to perform the operations in the set inclusion (10). Using this observation and the above facts, the following result holds.
THEOREM 3 Given two (deterministic) automata H and G, D&A co-observability of l m H can be checked in polynomial time w.r.t. jQ G j and jQ H j, where jQ G j and jQ H j are the sizes of the state sets of automata G and H, respectively.
Another approach for proving that D&A co-observability is veri®able in polynomial time is to construct a special nondeterministic automaton, denoted by M d S c . This approach is based on the construction of the automaton MS c in Rudie and Willems (1995) for the property of C&P co-observability. Automaton M d S c is built as follows: Following the approach in Rudie and Willems (1995) , it can be veri®ed that conditions * imply a violation of D&A co-observability. 
The following two results show that D&A co-observability is veri®able in polynomial time.
THEOREM 4 Given two deterministic automata H and G, the construction of M d S c takes polynomial time in jQ G j and jQ H j.
THEOREM 5 Given two deterministic automata H and G, l m H is not D&A co- Automaton M d S c requires the product space of ®ve automata because the characterization of the violation of D&A co-observability demands to track two illegal traces (this is done by two pairs of G and H) and one legal trace (the last product of H tracks this). Analogous reasoning can be applied for the automaton MS c tracking two legal traces and one illegal trace. The violation condition ( * ) of M d S c characterizes the failures of D&A co-observability and results in the marking of those continuations. We present an illustrative example of the veri®cation of D&A co-observability using the automaton M d S c .
Example 1: We showed that l m H depicted in Figure 6 is not D&A co-observable w.r.t. lG, S o;1 , S c;1 , S o;2 , S c;2 de®ned earlier. We show this result by constructing the automaton M d S c ; the relevant part of M d S c is shown in Figure 13 . Recall that S o;1 fa; gg, S o;2 fb; gg, and S c;1 S c;2 fgg. Let us look at the following traces:
g [ lH; bg [ lG n lH; ag [ lG n lH 11
Since P 1 e P 1 b; P 2 e P 2 a; and g [ S c;1 S c;2 the traces in (11) prevent lH from being D&A co-observable w.r. We can see that marked state d is reached by the set of traces that violate D&A coobservability.
In Tsitsiklis (1989) , it is shown that the computational complexity of constructing a partial observation supervisor is exponential in the worst case even though solvability (namely, controllability and observability) can be checked in polynomial time. This is caused by the fact that supervisor construction has the same computational complexity as that of observer construction, which is exponential in the worst case. This negative result is inherited in decentralized architectures.
To verify the existence of a nonblocking supervisor such that l m S gdec =G l m H for the general architecture, we need to determine the existence of a partition of S c into S c;d and S c;e that satis®es co-observability. Given a partition of S c , namely S c;e and S c;d , it is straightforward to see (from the de®nition of co-observability) that co-observability with respect to this partition can be veri®ed by constructing 
Since S c;e and S c;d are a partition of S c , with (12), we get The setting utilized in (13) is one of the partitions satisfying co-observability. Since S ter l m MS c and S ter l m M d S c can be determined in polynomial time, this provides a polynomial time algorithm for ®nding a partition meeting the requirements of co-observability. Even though Theorem 6 is stated for two local supervisors, MS c and M d S c can be straightforwardly extended to any ®nite number of local supervisors while still keeping polynomial complexity.
3 Provided with these MS c and M d S c , Theorem 6 is generalized to any ®nite number of local supervisors as well. Consequently, the following theorem can be stated. THEOREM 7 Given two deterministic automata H and G, the existence of a partition of S c , S c;e and S c;d , satisfying co-observability of l m H w.r.t. lG, S o;1 , S c;d;1 , S c;e;1 ; . . . ; S o;n , S c;d;n , S c;e;n can be veri®ed in polynomial time with respect to jQ H j and jQ G j, and if such a partition exists, it can be found in polynomial time with respect to jQ H j and jQ G j as well.
Now we state the result that completes the answer to problem (P) posed in Section 2.4.
THEOREM 8 Let K be controllable and l m G-closed. There exist a partition of S c and a corresponding nonblocking generalized supervisor S gdec such that lS gdec =G K and l m S gdec =G K iff
Proof: Direct consequence of Theorem 1 and Theorem 6. j For a language K satisfying the conditions stated in Theorem 8, the synthesis of local supervisors achieving K can be done by following the partition rule (13) and the local decision rule (7). However, it is easy to observe that the partition of S c may not be unique. All partitions satisfying (14) meet the co-observability condition. We present an example to illustrate the partitioning algorithm. With this con®guration, l m H is co-observable w.r.t. lG; S o;1 ; S c;d;1 ; S c;e;1 ; S o;2 ; S c;d;2 ; S c;e;2 .
The objective of the following sections is to investigate how to deal with the situation where co-observability fails to hold. For this objective, we examine the algebraic properties of co-observability. These properties show that the supremal and in®mal elements of the class of co-observable languages need not exist, in general. Based on these results, some supervisor design issues under the general architecture are then discussed in Section 7.
Algebraic Properties of Co-observability
Supremal sublanguages (with respect to a given property) play a key role in supervisory control problems, since they provide the least restrictive solutions when the desired languages are not achievable under control (because they do not possess the property under consideration). In®mal superlanguages are also important (see, e.g., the range problem in Rudie and Wonham, 1992) . The existence of supremal and in®mal languages can be veri®ed by checking the closure under algebraic operations (union and intersection) of classes of languages. We present several algebraic properties of co-observability that are relevant in this regard. 
DECENTRALIZED SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF DISCRETE-EVENT SYSTEMS
PROPOSITION 6 D&A co-observability and co-observability are not preserved under union of languages.
Proof: It is proved in Proposition 2 that C&P co-observability, D&A co-observability and observability are all equivalent in the context of the centralized control architecture. Given the fact that observability is not preserved under union, the result is immediate. j
It is shown in Rudie and Wonham (1992) that C&P co-observability is preserved under intersection when pre®x-closed languages are considered. However, the following proposition shows that this is not true for D&A co-observability. PROPOSITION 7 D&A co-observability and co-observability are not preserved under intersection of languages.
Proof: Let S o;1 fag, S o;2 fbg, and S c S c;1 S c;2 fgg for the languages shown in Figure 16 . lG is the uncontrolled language and lH 1 and lH 2 are the desired languages. The only traces terminated with a controllable event in lH 1 are g and bg. For these traces, it is easy to see that
That is, lH 1 is D&A co-observable w.r.t. lG, S o;1 , S c;1 , S o;2 , S c;2 . Similarly, lH 2 is D&A co-observable w.r.t. lG, S o;1 , S c;1 , S o;2 , S c;2 . However, it is shown in Proposition 3 that lH 1 lH 2 is not D&A co-observable w.r.t. lG, S o;1 , S c;1 , S o;2 , S c;2 . Since D&A co-observability is a special case of co-observability, coobservability is not preserved under intersection of languages as well. j Figure 16 . Co-observability example.
Finally, we focus on the class of languages l DA K l CP K. Let us pick two elements in l DA K l CP K. Does the intersection of these two elements preserve C&P and D&A co-observability?
Proof: Let us return to Figure 16 . We showed in the proof of Proposition 7 that lH 1 and lH 2 are D&A co-observable. Since
2 P 2 bg lH 2 Y lH 1 and lH 2 are C&P co-observable as well. Since lH 1 , lH 2 ( lG, these are elements of l DA lG l CP lG. But as was seen earlier, lH 1 lH 2 is not D&A co-observable. Therefore, lH 1 lH 2 T [ l DA lG l CP lG. Hence, we conclude that l DA lG l CP lG is not closed under intersection of languages.
By Proposition 2, observability is equivalent to C&P and D&A co-observability in the context of a centralized architecture. Moreover, observability is not preserved under union of languages. Therefore we conclude that l DA K l CP K is not closed under union, in general. j Properties 6, 7, and 8 are disappointing in the sense that the notion of co-observability, which is key to the generalized architecture of Figure 3 , does not enjoy any of the algebraic properties that would be useful to address supervisor synthesis problems for desired behaviors that are not co-observable. For this reason, a different approach is necessary to tackle such problems. The next section presents new results in this regard.
Synthesis Results
Design of Safe Generalized Supervisors
In supervisory control problem, the desired language is not achievable, one may want to synthesize a safe supervisor that guarantees that the closed-loop behavior stays within the desired language. We call this the inclusion problem and de®ne it as follows:
Inclusion Problem Given uncontrolled system G over the set of events S and legal language K, ®nd a nontrivial supervisor S such that lS=G ( K.
Note that this Inclusion Problem does not consider blocking/nonblocking of solutions. It has recently been shown in Lamouchi and Thistle (2000) and Tripakis (2001) that the inclusion problem for safe and nonblocking decentralized supervisors is undecidable when the speci®cation is expressed in terms of l m S=G ( K.
For the perfect observation case S S o , the supremal controllable sublanguage of the desired language K, K :C , is computable and provides the least restrictive solution to the inclusion problem. Due to the lack of existence of supremal observable sublanguages, several approaches have been developed for control under imperfect observation. For centralized architectures, the property of normality has been suggested in order to compute a``suboptimal'' solution to the inclusion problem (Cho and Marcus, 1989a; . To improve upon this solution, other safe supervisor synthesis techniques were developed. Most of the efforts (Hadj-Alouane et al., 1996; Heymann and Lin, 1994) were devoted to the centralized architecture. There are very few results on the synthesis of safe supervisors in the context of decentralized architectures. One of the obstacles to the design of safe decentralized supervisors may be the mutual dependency of local decisions. To circumvent the dependency of local decisions,an intentional``decoupling'' of the design of the local decision rules was suggested in Prosser and Kam (1997) and Prosser (1996) . The idea is to design local supervisors separately by following the antipermissive rule and fuse them through various fusion rules. Even though the performance of the supervisor may be degraded due to the separation of local supervisor design, the simplicity of this approach circumvents the mutual dependency of local decision rules. However, a drawback of the approach in Prosser and Kam (1997) and Prosser (1996) is that local supervisors do not exploit the structure of the fusion rule that is a priori known to each local supervisor. In the approach that we propose, we also decouple the design of local supervisors. However, the fusion rule and the local decision rules are accounted for in this design in order to enrich the closed-loop behavior.
Assume that the desired language K is controllable. 4 Let us denote by S gdec the supervisor obtained following the decision rule given in (7) with a given partition S c;e and S c;d . In some sense, this means that S gdec pretends that K is controllable and co-observable. We also build the automaton MS c and determine S ter l m MS c . Since the controllable events in S ter l m MS c may cause a violation of safety (illegal continuation) if we follow the permissive rule for S ter l m MS c , we should use the antipermissive rule for these events.
The nature of the permissive rule is to enable events when there is insuf®cient information. This rule can cause a violation of safety unless other local supervisors disable the events that would lead to illegal behavior. In contrast, the antipermissive rule disables events when there is insuf®cient information. This conservative approach prevents the closed-loop behavior from being illegal. We have the following theorem providing a procedure for the synthesis of a safe supervisor under the general architecture.
THEOREM 9 If S ter l m MS c ( S c;d , then synthesizing S gdec according to (7) leads to lS gdec =G ( K.
Proof: The proof is done by induction on the length of traces.
( 
This contradicts the assumption that ss [ lS gdec =G.
The Cases 2 and 3 where s [ S c;e;1 n S c;e;2 and s [ S c;e;2 n S c;e;1 can be argued similarly with appropriate modi®cations. 
Combining Theorems 9 and 10 leads to the following result.
One may be tempted to infer that the condition S ter l m MS c ( S c;d is necessary for safety. However, the following result demonstrates that it is not the case. . We know that S ter l m MS c S c . By setting S c;e S c , it is obvious that S ter l m MS c T ( S c;d Y. It is also easy to see that the closed-loop language is lG. Therefore, we can say that the closed-loop behavior is not guaranteed to be safe if S ter l m MS c T ( S c;d . j
In view of the above results, we conclude that S ter l m MS c S c;d is thè`o ptimal'' partition, in the sense that it generates the largest safe closed-loop behavior among all the partitions guaranteeing the safety of the closed-loop behavior. Roughly speaking, the intuition behind Theorem 10 is that as the local decisions becomè`a ggressive'' (even though their fusion rule is conservative), 5 the closed-loop behavior becomes larger. Corollary 2 and Proposition 10 set a limit on``how aggressive'' local decisions can be in order to guarantee the safety of the closed-loop behavior.
Properties of the Synthesized Language
Consider S gdec de®ned in Section 7.1 with a partition of S c guaranteeing the safety of the closed-loop behavior. Since the local decision rules are decoupled intentionally, it is DECENTRALIZED SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF DISCRETE-EVENT SYSTEMS natural to expect that the closed-loop behavior may not be maximally permissive when S gdec is used. We have the following result.
PROPOSITION 11 (Non-maximality) In general, lS gdec =G with the``optimal'' partitioning is not a maximal controllable and co-observable sublanguage of K.
Proof: Consider Figure 17 (a) and Figure 17(b) representing the uncontrolled behavior and the desired behavior, respectively. Let S c S c;1 S c;2 S fa; bg and S o S o;1 S o;2 Y. The controllability of lH is trivial. Since ab and ba violate C&P co-observability, the automaton MS c returns S ter l m MS c S c . By following the``optimal'' partition strategy S ter l m MS c S c;d , we get S c;d S c . With this strategy, the generated language lS gdec =G is feg. However, there are two maximal controllable and co-observable languages which are generated by the two automata shown in Figure 17 (c) and Figure 17(d) . Therefore, it can be concluded that lS gdec =G with the``optimal'' partitioning is not maximal, in general. j
Since the local decision rule (7) does not consider marking, the following can be demonstrated.
Proof: Consider the automata G and H shown in Figure 18 , representing the uncontrolled behavior and the desired behavior, respectively. Let S c S c;1 S c;2 fag and S o S o;1 S o;2 Y. The controllability of lH is trivial. We can see that l m H is l m G-closed as well. Since gaa violates C&P co-observability, the automaton MS c returns S ter l m MS c fag. Therefore, lS gdec =G fgg with the partition where S c;d fag. Obviously, l m S gdec =G T lS gdec =G. j Figure 18 . Blocking example.
In the remainder of this section, we consider the properties of two versions of S gdec where the local decision rules are either always antipermissive or always permissive.
A language K is called strongly decomposable if
This property has been considered as a decentralized version of normality in the sense that it is preserved under union and is a stronger condition than C&P co-observability (Rudie and Wonham, 1992 Prosser (1996) , the inclusions K :CD ( lS ap gdec =G ( K were proved. Note that K :CNi is a suboptimal solution where all control authorities are given to the i-th local supervisor.
6 From Propositions 13 and 14, we see that K :CNi provides a tighter lower bound than K :CD . Moreover, Corollary 2 states that lS ap gdec =G is the most conservative language guaranteed to be safe given that the decoupled local control actions following the decision rule (7) are applied.
Synthesis of the In®mal Controllable and C&P Co-observable Superlanguage
We conclude this section with one last result when the local decision rule is always permissive. A formula for the in®mal pre®x-closed controllable and C&P co-observable superlanguage is known (Kumar and Shayman, 1998; Rudie and Wonham, 1992 Theorem 11 can be interpreted as another characterization of K ;CCO , namely, as the closed-loop behavior that results from S p gdec . The discussion in Section 3.1 is directly applicable for the realization of the local supervisors. By adding self-loops for enabled unobservable events at each estimator state, the automata representing the local supervisors can be realized. The automaton generating K ;CCO can be constructed by forming the product of these automata with the system model. This method of building a generator of K ;CCO is closely related to the modular approach in Kumar and Shayman (1998) , since the combination of permissive supervisors by conjunction in the context of S p gdec is equivalent to the intersection of languages in Theorem 3 of Kumar and Shayman (1998) .
Conclusion
In this paper, a generalized form of the conventional decentralized control architecture for discrete-event systems is considered. The general architecture allows combinations between``fusion by intersection'' and``fusion by union''. It is shown that a proper combination of fusion rules with corresponding local decision rules (the permissive rule for``fusion by intersection'' and the antipermissive rule for``fusion by union'') results in a larger class of achievable languages than those of the conjunctive and disjunctive architectures. A polynomial time veri®cation method of the necessary and suf®cient conditions for the existence of supervisors under the general architecture is given. A polynomial time technique for ®nding an appropriate combination of fusion rules is also presented. Furthermore, we have presented simple``decoupled'' control policies for the local supervisors and studied their properties. The design of these local supervisors is carried out as if the local supervisors were capable of achieving the desired behavior, namely, as if the desired language were co-observable. Under this technique, we found thè`o ptimal'' partition of the set of controllable events guaranteeing the safety of the closedloop behavior. This simple supervisor synthesis technique can also be applied to synthesize local supervisors generating the in®mal pre®x-closed controllable and C&P coobservable superlanguage.
